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Introduction
Our goal at Gourmet Ads is to generate as much revenue as possible for you; however we can only do so much. It
will come as no surprise that sites with high levels of traffic are earning greater levels of revenue compared with sites
with lower traffic. With this in mind, think about the following formula:
Great Content + Increased Traffic = Higher Revenues
Your food site is a product of your hard work, and no doubt your goal is to have as many people as possible enjoy
the fruits of your labor. By implementing the principles in this guide, we are confident you will expand your audience
base, reaching new readers around the world.
Increasing website traffic is not always about Google (although in most cases it is a publisher’s single largest referrer);
there aremany other methods that, when executed concurrently, can significantly increase the volume of visitors to
your site. Heavily relying on search engines for traffic is risky, given they constantly change their algorithms. A simple
algorithm change can cause referral volumes to decrease overnight. To offset the volatile search engine environment,
we recommend diversifying your traffic to minimize the ebbs and flows that can occur.
To make it easy as possible, our Traffic Booster Guide is split into two main sections, On-site Suggestions and Offsite Suggestions. The topics within are a culmination of our own team’s experience in website publishing, paired with
the do’s and don’ts of leading search experts and industry specialists.
Many of our suggestions are proven methods for increasing visitors to your site. However, the ever-changing nature
of the internet means that a technique that works today might no longer prove as successful as it was when we
included it in the Traffic Booster Guide. Where possible, we try to provide as many relevant links related to the topic
as we can, allowing you to do your own research. We encourage you to carefully examine each technique and adapt
them to your specific publication.
Gourmet Ads first published our Traffic Booster Guide early in 2009, and since then hundreds of publishers have
benefited from our suggestions, some increasing the volume of traffic by 300% in a matter of a few weeks. My hope
is that we can help you produce the same results for your site.
Cheers,

Benjamin Christie
Founder & President
Gourmet Ads Pty Limited
www.gourmetads.com
New York
Sydney

+1 917 259 6840
+61 2 8090 5200

linkedin.com/company/gourmet-ads
facebook.com/gourmetads
twitter.com/gourmetads
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Analytics & Measurement
Measuring Activity
Before undertaking any change to your website it’s ideal to start with a Benchmark or Control. As such, we
encourage you to install a client-side analytics program like Google Analytics (it’s free!). By assessing the
traffic flow of your site, you can use this as a baseline for additional traffic generation. You won’t know how
successful your new traffic boosting techniques are unless you have something to measure them against.
Analytics are essential tools for measuring the performance of your website. There are two types of
analytics programs; server-side and client-side. Server-side analytics evaluates data directly from server
logs, and are mostly based on “hits” from any action. Actions can be by a human, bot, crawler or, even,
another server, and may therefore misrepresent the actual number of hits. We have found that server-side
analytics are superfluous and unnecessary for most publishers. If, however, you feel compelled to use a
Server-side analytic the most commonly used ones include AWStats.
For most publishers, a client-side analytics
program is preferred as it is much more
reliable because it only counts actual human
activity. The most popular Client-side Analytics
program is Google Analytics which collects
audience data from traffic flow by tracking the
page level Javascript actions.
Other popular Client-side Analytics tools include:
StatCounter
SiteMeter
Feedburner
Performancing Metrics

Getting Started with Analytics:

Measuring your site’s activity is easy. Sign up for Google Analytics and install the tracking code
on your site. You’ll be able to monitor your site’s activity within 24 hours.
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Analytics & Measurement
Robots.txt file

The robots.txt file is basically a text based file on your server that allows web based robots (like GoogleBot)
access to various portions of your website. This file is especially important in granting search engines
access to your website. Apart from controlling where you allow web robots to crawl, the robots.txt file
may also be used to direct search engines to your sitemap.xml file.
Creating a robots.txt file is easily accomplished. You only need to type in a few lines of code on a notepad
like the following example:
—————————————
User-agent: *
Disallow: /controlpanel
Disallow: /downloads
Disallow: /images
Sitemap: http://www.yourdomain.com/sitemap.xml
—————————————
Then just place the file in your main website directory. For example if your site URL is www.sitename.com,
the text file would be placed at www.site-name.com/robots.txt.

Robots.txt advice:

You can find additional information about robots.txt files from Google or robotstxt.org.
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Sitemap File
Just as the name indicates, a sitemap.xml file serves as the index of all the pages on your website. These
files assist search engines in finding all of the pages you want indexed, or cleared to show in search
results. Using a sitemap file certainly contributes to regularly refreshed content which, in turn is quickly
exposed in the search engines.
You may create a sitemap.xml file either manually or via a website plug-in. If you wish to create a site
map file manually, there are a number of third party programs like AuditMyPC.com which can generate a
sitemap that you can then copy and paste into your directory. Using this method you will probably have
to generate a new sitemap on a monthly or quarterly basis as you introduce new content.
For websites based on Wordpress, there are
several plug ins which can be integrated with
your website so that you avoid this chore.
Highly reputable sitemap generators like
Google Sitemap for Wordpress will update
your sitemap.xml file immediately after adding
a new post.
Sitemap files are extremely helpful at boosting
traffic for the following reasons:
They help search engines index new pages
and content
They prioritize web pages in order of
importance, which facilitates search engine
ranking, instead of making all of your website
pages equally valuable

A Word of Advice:

Google doesn’t guarantee that they’ll crawl or index all of your URLs. However, they use the
data in your Sitemap to learn about your site’s structure, which will help them to better crawl
your site in the future. In most cases, Publishers will benefit from a site map submission, and in
no case will you be penalized for it.
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Webmaster Tools
Optimizing your website for the major search engines—Google, Yahoo and Bing—is an ideal way to
boost traffic, and one of the best SEO techniques you can utilize is Webmaster Tools. These are free
services provided by each of the search engines which help evaluate your site’s performance, identify
issues and bottlenecks, and pinpoint keywords that bring up your site.
You may not realize that your rankings are being weighed
down by issues like:
Broken links
Indexing issues
Title problems
Meta description issues
Once you identify these issues, you can immediately and
effectively address them. This will enhance your search
engine rankings and raise your website’s visibility to interested
consumers.
Webmaster Tools Providers:
Google: www.google.com/webmaster
Yahoo and Bing: www.bing.com/toolbox/webmaster

Rich Data Awaits:

Webmaster Tools can give you information such as keyword ranking data, traffic trends based
on content, keyword insights, and more. The data is easy to download, so you can manipulate
it to analyze trends and find opportunities.
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Meta Tags
Meta tags are the first tags at the top of a web
page and include title, description, keywords, and
other information relevant to search engines. A
few years ago meta tags were hugely important to
SEO, but in recent years this importance has taken
a back seat to quality content, appropriate linking,
and keyword placement. However, meta tags still
influence click-through rate by search engine
users, so it’s important to invest time in making
them intriguing, informative and compelling.
If you are using WordPress or CMS, these
platforms automatically insert content into your
meta tags for each page. You can implement
WordPress plug ins like SEO Design and All in
One SEO Pack to assist you in optimizing meta
data for search engines.
If you wish to manually input this meta data, you can utilize the following format:
<head>
<title>TITLE</title>
<meta name=”description” content=”DESCRIPTION“>
<meta name=”keywords” content=”KEYWORDS“>
<meta name=”revisit-after” content=”7 days” />
<meta Http-Equiv=”Cache-Control” Content=”no-cache”>
<meta Http-Equiv=”Pragma” Content=”no-cache”>
<meta Http-Equiv=”Expires” Content=”0”>
<meta name=”author” content=”YOUR WEBSITE NAME” />
<meta name=”copyright” content=” YOUR WEBSITE NAME ” />

Click-through Rates (CTR):

You will find that the more appealing and dynamic your title and web page description, the
greater the number of visits from search engine users.
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Increasing Search Rank
Meta Descriptions

A meta description serves as a summary of the web page and is only second in importance to the page
title. The meta description is limited to 160 characters (including spaces) and is usually displayed on
search engine results pages. Because this is the second item that users peruse when searching for a
site, the meta description can greatly influence how many people visit your site.
If for some reason, you failed to include a meta description, you should immediately rectify that by adding
one now. Not only do meta descriptions help convey a short explanation of the content of that particular
webpage to potential visitors, but Google and Bing are more likely to consider a page without a meta
description incomplete.
While it cannot be confirmed, many SEO experts believe that inserting important keywords in this meta
tag will help elevate rankings on search engines. Many CMS and blogging programs will automatically
create a meta description, but if you wish to manually create one, you can use the following format:
<title>Page title</title>
<meta name=”description” content=”A blurb to describe the content of the page appears here” />

Optimizing Your Descriptions:
Make your meta description easy to read, include facts not in the title, and be sure that the
page’s content matches the description.
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RSS Feeds
If you don’t have an RSS feed already installed on your
website, then you are missing out on an important trafficboosting advantage. An RSS feed improves your search
engine rankings by enabling web crawlers to find new
content. Feeds will help Google index your latest post
faster which can generate more visits.
You can submit your RSS feed information to a wide
variety of sites. You can use hundreds of sites including
the following outlets to distribute your feed:
Netvibes
Feedly
Newsblur

RSS Feeds Raise Visibility:

Transmitting your site details to other sites via an RSS feed serves as a valuable brand
enhancement tool. Not only will industry members become more familiar with your organization,
but consumers will also.
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Page Titles
Of all the meta tags, the most important is the Page Title
because it is usually the first thing people will see on a
search engine results page. Search engines emphasize
the first words in the title in their indexing algorithm, so
placing the topic of the web page at the beginning of the
title is essential. For example, if your page is a recipe, then
use the name of the dish as the title. This will often be
expressed on a search engine results page (SERP) in the
format:
<web page title>|<site name>.
You don’t need to always use a site name in the second field. If you would like to insert a key word, tag
line, or other important phrase that would enhance your visibility, that is quite acceptable.
An inviting page title can often mean the difference between a mediocre visitation rate and a
thundering crowd of visitors, so craft your title carefully.
The best page titles are:
Descriptive: Your readers should be able to read, assimilate and filter your page title in a matter of a few
seconds. Page titles should offer insight into the content of your page and let your users understand the
connection between your website and their search. Remember, vague page titles like “profile” or “home”
are definitely not the best option at hand, especially if you want to attract the attention of a larger number
of prospects who could be interested in what you have to say
Short and Simple: Google won’t hesitate to truncate incredibly long page titles (the optimal page title
length is 70 characters), so make sure you deliver concise information in your title.
Unique: We recommend creating a unique title tag for every single website page.

Google Recommends:

Although Google reads all of the words in a page title for indexing purposes, it will only display
the first 512 pixels of it. You must also limit yourself to only one line of text.
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On-site Changes: Increasing Search Rank
Keyword URLs
Understanding the consumer mindset is absolutely essential to attracting
new visitors. You must recognize that
there are a vast number of choices
available to online users and even
minor distinctions can significantly
impact your website’s visitation rate.
One of the subtleties that may be
cutting into your traffic is the URL you
are assigning to your web page.
Instead of using a URL that is a
string of symbols and numerals, you
should introduce keywords that have
meaning for search engine users.
The URL websitename.com/index.
php?=324 is considerably less appealing than websitename.com/baking/blue-berry-crumble. Most
search engine users will naturally pick the URL which includes a word related to their search query. Over
time, this can contribute significantly to additional traffic.
The URL should be consistent with the page title and page content. Keep the keyword phrases between
four and six words so that the search engines don’t mark them as spam. Ideally, your URL should look
like websitename.com/subcategory/title-of-page. If you are using a content management system, you
may wish to modify URLs that look too much like a codebreaker’s nightmare.

Stick with Conventions:

If your site uses a single format throughout, don’t consider making one section unique. Stick
to your URL guidelines once established, so users will have a clear idea of how content is
organized into folders and pages.
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Keyword Density
Keywords are words or phrases that are sought often by online users. Including popular keywords in your
webpages will often translate into more visitors because your pages are more likely to appear at the top
of search engine results pages.
Keyword density refers to how often a particular keyword appears on a web page. While the keyword
density typically refers only to the published content, you may sometimes benefit from their inclusion in
meta tags, RSS feeds or comments.
You should almost always try to use keywords in the following:
Page Title—use the primary keyword at least once, and at the beginning of the title
Meta Description—attempt to include the keyword twice
H1 or Title—the keyword phrase should appear at least once in the header or title
Content—use the keyword organically throughout the body of the page; do not exceed more than
eight percent.
URL—include the keyword, using hyphens if it is a phrase, e.g. /blue-berry-crumble.
Alt Tags and Title Tags for Images—use the keyword from your page title in one image caption or title
The right keyword and appropriate density can signal to search engines that your page has content that
online users are seeking. A robust keyword strategy that identifies hot topics can greatly enhance traffic
to your site.
If you are using WordPress, you can use the All in One SEO Pack to dynamically insert keywords; other
CMS programs have similar utilities.

Word of Warning:

If you have an established site that utilizes URLs without keywords, you may wish to exercise
some caution before changing them; you may lose some traffic due to a URL change. If you
do decide to implement a change, make sure you utilize a comprehensive redirection method which will automatically direct users of the old URL to your new URL.
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Footers
Footers are navigational aids which visitors can use to quickly navigate to a specific webpage. These internal
links can help improve the visitor experience, allowing them to track down information they really want.
An effective website footer should include:
Visual Appeal: Even if you don’t put any social media buttons, links, or other information in your
footer, it can still make up a powerful part of your site. Your footer is perfect for adding some visual
details that make your site more appealing.
Supporting Content: Do you have interesting content that you want to share with your visitors? The
footer is the perfect place to provide your visitors with additional links and resources. This way, you can
make content available on every page, without giving up valuable screen real estate in your content area.
Important Information: Your footer can also be a great way to convey trust. Remember, your footer
should be the same, or at least very similar on every page of your site. This allows you use it for
information that is also handy to provide throughout your visitors’ stay on your site. Also, you can
place information here that is important, but doesn’t fit in with the rest of your content, such as
contact details, social media buttons, a copyright statement, and privacy policy.

Organization is Everything:

Grouping valuable links into easily identifiable categories will help users make sense of all the
links in your footer. Your goal should be to make the footer as usable and understandable as
your header.
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Create Great Content
The single most important way to enlarge your viewership and ascend the search engine rankings is to
produce content that is informative, entertaining and appealing. This adds value to the visitor experience
which compels return visits and sparkling recommendations. Google has also revamped its ranking
algorithm to reward websites with great content.
To produce content that will drive traffic up, you should follow these guidelines:
Brainstorm constantly: Every time you run across a topic in the newspaper, magazine or personal
conversation which you think might serve as a great blog topic, recipe or video, write it down. Over
a few weeks you can produce hundreds of possible content topics.
Visit Digg.com: Digg is a high ranking site for food and drink lovers that emphasizes quirky and
unusual approaches to cuisine. We’ve found that some time spent there can often inspire some
outstanding content production.
Visit Facebook or Google+: Social media sites are flooded with people who are sharing what meal
they recently enjoyed and what restaurants they are eager to try out. A few minutes spent in the online
food community can often spark a compelling idea for your next post.
Great content provides some important benefits like:
Links: Great content naturally produces links because people want to associate their website with
first-rate information.
Social recommendations: Visitors will recommend outstanding posts with Facebook Likes and
Google+ +1’s which help their followers find your website as well as encouraging other visitors to
view your content.
Sharing: Truly inspirational content may often be picked up by other sites where they can lead new
visitors back to your website.
Subscriptions: A key benefit of new visitors who enjoy your content is that they will subscribe to the
site or add you to their RSS feed, so that they can be notified when you add new content.

It is a challenge to produce great content consistently, but it is so difficult to find compelling material on
the web, that just a few original posts can often elevate you above your competitors and drive new traffic
to your website.

Post Regularly:
Developing content daily or weekly is an important habit to adopt. You will find topics to inspire you
throughout your day, and you will soon find that producing engaging content is second nature.
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Publishing Content

A surefire way to attract a steady stream of new and returning visitors is to regularly publish new content.
If you can post articles, photos or recipes weekly, daily or, even, hourly, your fans will always have
something new awaiting them when they visit. Sites that also publish more often fare better on the search
engine rankings; Google and the others reward websites that produce more original content.
Another advantage to regular content production is that your brand is more often mentioned on RSS
feeds, and that means you will be more visible to online users all over the globe. This will also compel
people to visit your site; the more people see your name on RSS feeds, the more likely they will come
take a look at your new blog or video.

Tips for Content Production:

Keywords that are trending up can provide a valuable starting point for blog ideas. You can also
use your RSS feed to generate some topics.
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How Often Should You Publish?
There is no ironclad law on how often to publish, but we have
discovered more is often better. We have found among our
publishing partners that these standards produce the most traffic:
Maximum traffic generation: posting multiple times daily is
likely to optimize traffic flow
Steady traffic: posting once daily is likely to maintain traffic
while growing visits at a modest pace
Minor traffic growth: posting two or three days a week is likely
to produce a minor bump in traffic
Minimal traffic growth: posting less than two or three days a
week only produces a slight increase in traffic.
You can also utilize some of these ideas to work up new content:
Post podcasts
Produce short videos
Invite submissions from your fans

Content Ideas:

To make it easy for you to create great content, we’ve developed the ultimate content planning
guide for your food, recipe or cooking website. Simply lookup the date in the calendar and you’ll
find at least one idea for you to write about. Download our Food Planning Calendar for 365 ideas
to inspire your next great post!
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Content
Use Great Photos
Text may be ideal for explanation, but online users most readily
respond to beautiful imagery. Posts that have photos with
mouth-watering dishes and colorful composition are more likely
to stop them from clicking on to the next post. Search engines
also index images, so a powerful image can also improve your
SEO rankings.
You can find compelling images online, but it may be easier
and more cost effective to produce your own. You don’t require
an expensive, professional camera; a high quality smart phone
camera and Photoshop may be enough to turn a good blog
into a showstopper.
If you are less than confident about your photography skills,
you can visit a number of online stock photo sites such as:
Istock Photos
Shutterstock
Big Stock
For a few dollars, you can often find a visual that emphasizes the message you are trying to convey in
your latest post. Paired with a great photo, your latest post is likely to generate considerably more traffic
than you expected.

Optimize Captions:
Google and other search engines recognize images better if you use ALT text. WordPress
users will find an ALT text field is automatically generated when an image is uploaded.
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Video Drives Traffic

Video is a must-have for websites today. Visitors want to immerse themselves in the cooking or eating
experience without wading through pages of text. A short video that concisely demonstrates your unique
approach to preparing dishes, choosing ingredients at a market, or reviewing a meal can spark enormous
interest across the web.
More advertisers are seeking to post their ads on sites which showcase well-crafted videos. They
recognize that online users are more engaged through video and are likely to recommend the site and
return if video is a part of the visitor experience.
An outstanding benefit of video is that it is portable. You can display it on a number of sites like
YouTube, Instagram or Pinterest. Users who enjoy your video can reshare it, and it could quickly become
a viral sensation.

Implement Links to Distributed Videos:
Most of the major video platforms provide easy linking options so that visitors can track back
to your website if they enjoyed your video, so be sure to implement them when you distribute
your submissions.
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Content
Recipe Research

It is a quite common mistake to create a recipe that originates from some personal interest
rather than the most popular or searched-for foods. While you should try to stay within your
area of expertise, you can boost traffic by including recipes that are popular. For example,
you may wish to write up a chowder recipe; instead of putting out the old standbys of clam
or corn chowder, you might be better served by publishing a Manhattan clam chowder because
this is the most searched for chowder according to SEOBOOK keyword research tool.
Using this essential keyword tool can help your site rise to the top when someone searches for that recipe.
SEOBOOK, Google Adwords and other keyword tools will help you discover the most searched-for
keywords, and know if they are increasing or declining in popularity over time. Once you have narrowed
down the most popular topics, you can tailor your website to the tastes of consumers. And, as your
website becomes known for catering to consumer desires, you will be an increasingly popular destination
for food lovers.

Let Keywords Guide You:
Identifying hot topics can do much more than help you choose a recipe; you can use them
to optimize your home page (be sure to build content around them), build links, and choose
blog ideas.
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Online Competitions
There are few things that are as appealing
to people as competitions; the potential for
winning a prize, analysis of other competitors
and the challenge of a puzzle or contest are
key reasons why they will never go out of style.
More importantly, the excitement of a contest
can lure an abundance of new visitors to your
website.
Once there, a new visitor can appreciate
your website, learn more about an appetizing
dish or dive into the community of fans you
support. A contest that requires participation
on your website, like signing in daily, can help
raise your brand’s visibility and encourage
relationship building.
Offering truly desirable prizes is often the key to attracting new traffic to your site. The bigger the prize, the
more willing people are to search for your site, visit and enroll in the contest. For example, a restaurant
partner of ours offered $7,000 worth of gift certificates. This generated over 22,000 entries within 24 hours
and almost 50,000 within a week. Eventually this restaurant chain generated almost 38,000 new recipients
for their newsletter.
With an exciting competition, you can turn a small investment into a huge influx of new visitors to your site.

Contest Apps:
You can find numerous contest applications that can offer competition ideas and manage
contestants like Wizehive, ContestCore, or Contest Machine.
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Content
Newsletters
Circulating
newsletters
to
your
community of supporters is an excellent
way to maintain relationships, educate
newcomers, and invite return visits.
Newsletters are a proven method for
strengthening traffic to your site.
You want to connect with your fans
in a meaningful way, but you may not
be sure how to do so. Our advice is to
take time out to carefully consider what
is really popular in the food community
and generate related article topics.
You can use social media or keyword
metrics to help you find hot topics.
If you want to distribute large amounts of content, try placing a teaser line or two in the email and link to
the rest of the article on one of your web pages.
Developing and managing an email list is essential to a thriving newsletter. We have used Mail Chimp for
years, but there are a number of highly reputable services which can maintain lists, provide unsubscribe
services and undertake the tedious administrative details—you just provide the exciting new content.
With a dynamic and engaging newsletter, you can maintain and grow your visitor population. Use a
professional email template: When deciding on an email template it is best to choose one that is proven
to work on a variety of platforms including Gmail, Yahoo and Outlook. We have used Emailcraft with great
results, but there are a myriad of options.

Content is King:
We recommend that you stock your newsletters with easily digestible content. Luscious photos
of the most delectable dishes, short videos (embedded on your website), or recipes are usually
attention-grabbers.
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A User-friendly Site
Sitelinks
Sitelinks are sub-listings under your main listing on the search engine results page like in the image below:

These additional listings provide two key benefits. First, your Google listing takes up more space on the
page, which is valuable from an advertising perspective. Second, additional listings add authority to your
organization; the more content you list, the more likely you will have what a user is looking for.
Unfortunately, Google hasn’t released how to acquire sitelinks, but it has been suggested that footers
with easy-to-use internal links is a key factor. With an authoritative listing on Google, your site is likely to
attract many more visitors.

Google’s Advice:

Google recommends that you use anchor text and alt text that is brief, informative and non-repetitive.
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A User-friendly Site
Dedicated Mobile Site
Mobile access to the internet is growing
by leaps and bounds. Recent reports
suggest that mobile traffic is growing 3.5
percent each MONTH! If you do not have a
dedicated mobile site, you are missing out
on a large portion of your potential traffic.
You should not expect your site for a
desktop will translate effectively to a tablet
or smart phone. The smaller interface has
prompted a number of changes to search
engines, ads, and imagery. From an SEO
perspective, there are significant differences
in how keywords should be implemented
(shorter phrases are emphasized), meta
tags are constructed, and images enabled
because Google uses a modified algorithm
to index sites for mobile search.
Invest in a mobile site now and you could find your site growing faster than you could have dreamed
possible. This is a game-changing technology like the transition from tapes to CD’s, or CRT televisions to
flat screens, and you don’t want the industry to evolve beyond you.
More importantly, catering to the mobile consumer will elevate you above your competitors and drive
enormous traffic to your sites.

Performance and Design:

Mobile sites have to perform well, look great, and deliver significant user value on underpowered
computers that use tiny screens with limited bandwidth (you know, smart phones). Pulling this
off isn’t easy and it requires that design and development both inform and guide each other.
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Resources
Back links
The major search engines use a mathematical formula to determine the importance of websites. This
algorithm evaluates a number of website features, but one of the most important is the number and
quality of your back links. Back links are anchored links on your website that visitors follow from related
websites. For example, a visitor to a recipe site may find a highlighted link in one of the instructions
which when clicked, transfers them to your food website. Most search engines will rank your website
higher if you have more of these incoming back links because it signifies that you are a trusted and
valuable resource.
While obtaining as many back links as possible should
be a priority, you should also keep in mind that these
links should also be from high quality associates.
Avoid sites which are filled with spam, poorly written or
designed content, or regurgitated material, because
associating with too many low quality sites can drag
down your ranking.
Organically derived back links are links which are
generated by genuine interest from other web
masters. The key to acquiring genuine back links is
to produce original and compelling content. You may
also acquire back links through distribution of content.
Press releases and guest blogs with embedded links
are effective linking techniques. You can also embed
links in comments on other sites.
It is in your best interest to get involved in the online community. The more acquaintances you make in the
food sector, the more link requests you will receive. Social media groups like LinkedIn and Google Plus
are also excellent ways to expand your list of business contacts. Expanding your visibility to the online
community will spark interest in your site, fueling a surge in website traffic.

Backlinking Advice:

Always test links to make sure they are anchored in related text. You want visitors to naturally transition
from a related post to your website content.
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Resources
Food Spotlighting Sites
No doubt you have run across sites
which showcase visually appealing
meals, usually in rich, large scale
photos or videos. These sites inspire
consumers to find the recipe or make
a purchase. They are also excellent
places to anchor a back link because
they generate so much visitor-initiated
activity. A few links to these alluring
sites can quickly ramp up the number
of visitors to your home page.
The ideal way to establish yourself on a
food porn site is to submit a recipe or
food blog with a glowing photo of an
appetizing dish. Be sure to include a
link in the article or the photo caption.
Some of the most popular food spotlight sites are:
Taste Spotting
Food Gawker
Yum Gallery
Pantreze
Photograzing
Tastestopping (see tip below)

Rejection Alternatives:

Don’t despair if your photo submission was rejected by a food porn site. You can submit it to another
or to tastestopping.com, which pairs rejected photos with cute titles.
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Resources
RecipeBridge - Recipe Search Engine

If you have not heard of the search engine exclusively for recipes, RecipeBridge, you have been ignoring
a major platform on which to spread the word about your website. RecipeBridge is exclusively dedicated
to finding and indexing recipes on the web. It currently crawls 312 recipe sites and has indexed almost
4.5 million recipes. Acquired by Gourmet Ads in 2011, RecipeBridge is committed to providing foodlovers everywhere with the most delectable recipes available.
RecipeBridge is open to chefs, restaurants, supermarkets, food bloggers and virtually anyone with a
mouth-watering recipe. To submit a recipe, you only need to go to www.recipebridge.com/submit. Your
recipes will automatically be linked back to your site, and can be syndicated to a variety of publishing
partners. Having a recipe on this search engine will raise your website’s visibility and augment traffic.

RecipeBridge Services:

When you post your recipes on RecipeBridge, you will receive monthly reports about popularity, clickthrough rates, and performance.
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Google Alerts
An important way to evaluate your site’s performance
is by using Google Alerts. Deliverable by RSS Feed
or email, Google Alerts provide important information
about the latest events on the World Wide Web. Once
you choose the topics you want to be alerted about,
e.g. “food company mergers”, “international chefs”,
you can customize Google Alerts so that it notifies
you daily, hourly or immediately after there is an event.
In addition to major news, Google Alerts can also be used to notify you about new content on a
website, or when you or your organization are mentioned anywhere on the web. This allows you to
gauge how popular you are, and what your competitors are doing, which will enable you to better
plan how to attract visitors.

Initiating Google Alerts:

To enroll in Google Alerts, you must first have a Google Account.
Then, visit http://www.google.com/alerts.
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Promotion
Facebook
As the largest social media site
with 1.2 billion users, Facebook
should be a part of your online
marketing strategy. If you can
capture even a small percentage
of the Facebook community,
you can dramatically enlarge the
number of visitors to your website.
Facebook
recognizes
that
businesses
are
eager
to
incorporate the platform into their
marketing strategies and have
instituted some changes that
will be sure to raise your brand’s
authority and drive traffic to your
website as well as your Facebook
page. By designing an attractive
and informative Facebook page,
you will help more people learn
about your website.
Your Facebook page can allow you to:
Post blogs, videos and photos
Dialogue with fans and friends
Import a Twitter feed
Promote events like contests
Distribute emails
Support your content with “Likes”

Joining Facebook takes just a few minutes and can expand your reach to new communities around the
globe. A small investment in Facebook could generate widespread interest in your website, fueling a

Facebook Page Example:

To view an example of a Facebook page, please visit www.facebook.com/FoodNetwork.
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Twitter
Twitter is one of the largest social media
platforms with more than 200 million members,
but its real strength lies in the vibrancy of its
community. Twitter users are extremely active
and responsive, which allows you to converse
with new and old supporters of your publication.
This two way dialogue can be used to inform
your followers about new content, and you can
learn what they would most like to see.
To open an account, just visit twitter.com.
When choosing your user name, it is best to
use your website name (preferably without
hyphens or underscores), so that users can
easily find your site. You can include your URL
and website description on your Twitter page.
A detailed description is more likely to draw
visitors to your site than a vague general summary.
To help draw others into interacting with you on Twitter, we recommend that you:
Publish a blog about your Twitter experience
Display some images related to your Twitter page
Embed a Twitter feed on your website
Include your Twitter handle everywhere you display your contact information
Add your Twitter handle to your business card
Include links to your Twitter page in your newsletter
Twitter’s benefits can be enhanced if you combine them with RSS feeds. You can publish news items
about your website onto Twitter via TwitterFeed. Once your TwitterFeed is set up, you can leave it and
it will automatically alert your followers when you have new recipes, blogs and videos. This will help
maintain relationships with your existing community of fans and help extend your reach to new audiences
eager to visit your website.

Engagement is the Key to Twitter:

Regular posts on Twitter can help you acquire new followers, so make it a habit to compose
some intriguing, funny or exciting tweets and distribute them daily or weekly.
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Promotion
Pinterest

If you aren’t using Pinterest to distribute
photos, videos and website information,
now is the time to get started. In just three
years, Pinterest has become one of the most
popular social media sites with more than 70
million users, and almost 80 percent of those
users are female.
Pinterest is the ideal social media platform
for food organizations because it connects
with visitors through photos. The more
appealing and enticing the photo, the more
clicks it receives and Pinterest redirects
clickthroughs back to the original website.
A few snapshots of delectable dishes on
Pinterest can greatly increase traffic flow to
your website.
You can join Pinterest at business.pinterest.com/setup/. Then, just start posting photos. Be sure to:
Include links on every image that lead back to your website
Utilize Rich Pins, which alert users when a pricing change occurs
Encourage your followers to visit Pinterest, your collection and share Pins
Create boards of photos you liked (they don’t have to include just your submissions)
Use bright colors in your photos
Post larger images, which are more likely to get noticed and repinned
Tease followers by showing a single image and directing them to your Pinterest collection
Millions of people visit Pinterest daily to enjoy the entrancing images they find there. If you can entice
just a small percentage of them to click on a photo, you can see your traffic multiply many times over.

Pinterest Analytics:
Pinterest offers some powerful tools to help you learn which posts were most effective at generating visitor
responses. These include Pinterest Analytics Business Tool, Piqora and PinReach
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Promotion
Instagram
A social media site devoted to eyecatching photography, Instagram
is a food publisher’s dream. Share
photos of your latest lucious
creations and harness the power
of Instagram’s photo filters to make
them look even more appetizing.
This mobile-based site allows you
to interact with fans and foodies
alike, all while driving traffic to your
food site.
Be sure to include your Instagram
handle on your website, in email
signatures and on your other social
media accounts to help you reach
new followers.
Just as beautiful photography is important to great website content, Instagram photos should showcase
your food in the best possible light. Utilize these tips to taking great food photos:
Shoot from a bird’s-eye view
Use natural light
Composition is key. Utilize the Rule of Thirds to place the subject of your photo in the perfect location
When it comes to filters, keep it simple
Use clean, natural backgrounds
Write an engaging caption including relevant hashtags

Crop is Key:

While most Instagram photos are square, they don’t always have to be. There are many apps that
can help you size a horizontal image appropriately for Instagram while keeping the background clean.
Try using Whitagram or Afterlight.
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Promotion
Google+

Google has expanded its reach beyond search and into social with Google+. We know you’re thinking,
“another social media site”, but trust us, there are several traffic-boosting reasons why you’ll want to join
Google+, today:
When you share a link on Google+ it is automatically indexed by Google Search so links to your site
show up higher in relevant search results.
Google+ communities provide easy ways to interact with people who share your interests.
Google+ Authorship connects your Google+ personal profile to your web page, blog post or article.
It’s great for gaining exposure and building a personal brand.

Sharing is Caring:

Google+ is a “the more you give the more you get” community. Sharing content written by other
people that you find interesting is a great way to build your Google+ community. Taking the time to
leave thoughtful comments also pays off!
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Leveraging Key Relationships
You probably have dozens of friends, family
members, and business associates who
are as excited about your website as you
are. With a little friendly encouragement,
you can probably convince them to write
about your site in their blog, newsletter
or Facebook page. They may not be able
to reach thousands of people, but a few
glowing recommendations from some
influential acquaintances can quickly
snowball into a vast new crowd of visitors.
Some of the best ways for your friends to
help are:
Blog—asking your friends to mention you in their blog or even devote a whole article which can drum
up immense support. Be sure to ask them to include a link back to your site.
Email Newsletter—while they are informing their clientele about the latest happenings in their
organization, your friends are probably more than happy to include a short snippet about your website.
Social Network—an endorsement on Facebook, Twitter or Google Plus may be all you need to find an
untapped market of potential visitors. You can ask your friends to introduce you to other communities
and authority figures they know. Even a short Tweet with your hashtag can help raise brand awareness.
Link Building—establishing a link to a friend’s website is mutually beneficial for both of you. You share
your pool of visitors which can synergistically raise traffic to both sites.

Quid Pro Quo:
If you feel uncomfortable imposing on a friend, you can always promise to reciprocate any endorsements in
your own publication.
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Promotion
Guest Blogging
Providing an article to an associate’s website or having them provide content for your blog are ideal
ways to generate more traffic. Sharing content often allows you access to new audiences which can
spark newfound interest in your ideas, organization and products. This is also an excellent method for
reputation enhancement; you can elevate your position as a thought leader if you are asked to submit to
a prestigious blog.

Choose Guest Bloggers Wisely
Inviting a guest blogger to write for your blog can
be conducted in a variety of ways. If you are already
on friendly terms, merely asking them is probably all
you require. On the other hand, if you only know a
prominent figure by reputation, then it may require a
more formal invitation that includes background on
your organization, past blog articles or a third party
recommendation.
Even if you are on friendly terms with a guest blogger
it is important to discuss the blog in some depth. You
don’t want to approve an idea and discover that the
actual article is so off-topic that you can’t accept it. In
most cases you don’t need to worry about that, but
it pays to be sure.
A well-crafted guest blog can be the stepping stone to a new community of followers and fans which will
greatly increase traffic for years to come.

Be Persistent:
You may not be accepted by every blog you apply to, but don’t stop trying. If you have your heart set
on submitting to a particularly high profile blog, keep writing up articles and sending them in. In the end,
persistence will pay off.
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Advertising

Active marketing on other sites can be the portal to unprecedented traffic and profitability. If you feel that
your site could benefit from additional promotions (and who couldn’t?), then there are some excellent
marketing agencies:
Facebook Advertising
Google Adwords
Twitter Promoted Tweets
Stumbleupon Ads
Outbrain
Reditt
Advertising is often helpful for younger organizations who are trying to eke out a position in a crowded
field. A small investment in a few ads can stoke consumer interest and produce enormous traffic for you.

Offline Advertising Options:
While using offline marketing channels isn’t ideal for every site, many organizations have reaped enormous
rewards from a well designed and placed magazine ad, radio spot or TV commercial.
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Online Press Releases
Online press releases have helped springboard
dozens of popular websites and food blogs into
lucrative deals with newspapers, magazines, book
publishers and TV shows. One outstanding press
release on a reputable PR service can get syndicated
to hundreds of media outlets, dramatically raising the
profile of your website and opening the floodgates to
new visitors.
Gourmet Ads can attest to the power of online
press releases. Following our creation in 2008, we
employed a marketing firm to draft a press release
and publish it on Market Wire. This PR got picked up by Yahoo News, Reuters, Forbes and MSNBC. In
just a few days we had almost 700 back links back to our site.
While professional PR agencies are usually the most adept at crafting these high profile press releases,
you can successfully generate your own. We recommend you use these guidelines:
Choose an exciting story or topic
Employ a first rate PR publisher like Market Wire or Business Wire
Include keyword rich phrases
Add an “About Us” section at the bottom that describes your organization and includes your URL
Include a photo that will grab the attention of visitors
Include contact information for follow up interviews
A great feature of press releases is that you only need one to catch the public’s attention, but you can
publish them on a regular basis. Once you find one that spurs consumer interest, you can distribute it to
all the major PR networks and watch the number of your visitors climb.

Developing Media-Rich Contacts:
In addition to distributing press releases, you can cultivate relationships with journalists through Peter
Shankman’s HARO (Help A Reporter Out). This service publishes the names of journalists who need an
interview for a story.
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Widgets
Widgets are small applications with limited functionality
that can be installed on your website and executed by
a user. A widget is a third-party application, meaning
that it just occupies a portion of a web page and does
something useful with information fetched from other
websites and displayed in place.
If you design and manage them correctly, widgets will
help your website’s search engine optimization (SEO).
Widgets serve 2 SEO functions:
When you use widgets on your own site, they serve as
content that can be seen, heard, and interacted with.
These “content widgets” tell search engines that your
site has relevant information on a topic.
When you share widgets on other sites, they serve as
syndicated feeds that link users back to your site. These
widgets are a valuable advertisement for your site.

A few of the most popular widgets include:
Content widgets like LinkWithin allow you to place small thumbnail images and headlines underneath
your posts to link back to related content on your blog. That way, older posts will still receive traffic.
Want to share your content on other sites? Try widgets from Outbrain or Taboola.
Social sharing widgets for your Twitter, Facebook or Google+ account. These can help your readers
engage with you and share your content for you. Try the Share-Widget for WordPress or AddThis.

Adding Widgets to Your Site
Design and add a widget to your site to help enrich your site. You can find widget creators at
feedgrabbr.com.
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Gourmet Ads provides publishers the ability to monetize their Food, Recipe or Cooking Website
We provide publishers a total “End to End” advertising solution without the need to have a Third Party
Ad Server.
Gourmet Ads sells to brands directly, advertising agencies, programmatic buyers and our own self service
platform.

How Gourmet Ads can help you:
Non-Exclusive relationship with no contracts
Flexibility and Scalability – we can manage some or all of your inventory – you decide!
Rich Publisher Console complete with reporting and payment notification
Over 30,000 advertisers each day across food, supermarket, wine, beer, travel, lifestyle, retail, finance
and automotive industries
Strong focus on advertising campaigns in the USA, UK, Canada, Australia & New Zealand.
CPM – impression based advertising campaigns
Opportunity to run various “Beyond the Banner” placements including Pre Roll Video, Background
Skins, Interstitials, Above the Fold and others
Paid monthly via ACH Bank Transfer, Direct Deposit or Paypal; Net 60 days
Have your Recipes featured on our Recipe Search Engine, www.recipebridge.com

More information about becoming a Gourmet Ads Publisher:
Why become a Publisher
Publisher Eligibility
Publisher Console

Contact Us
Alison Rabschnuk
Publisher Relations
Gourmet Ads Pty Limited
alison@gourmetads.com
publishers.gourmetads.com
Office +1 917 259 6845
linkedin.com/company/gourmet-ads
facebook.com/gourmetads
twitter.com/gourmetads
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Publisher Resources
Whitepapers and Guides

The Gourmet Ads White Papers and Guides provide publishers, website owners and food bloggers
essential information, tips and advice on how to improve your website.
Visit www.gourmetads.com/whitepapers to dowload these valuable resources:

Publisher Revenue Maximization Guide

Essential Reading for any Publisher tasked with growing their monthly
revenue. Our Publisher Revenue Maximization Guide is a comprehensive
guide for how to increase your monthly revenue of your website.
Our Publisher Revenue Maximization Guide covers 22 topics including:
Part One – What Not To Do (6 Tips)
Part Two – What You Need to Implement (16 Tips)

Food Planning Calendar

Successful Publishers have a secret. They develop content weeks in
advance of the publish date. So, to make it easy for you to create great
content, we’ve developed the ultimate content planning guide for your
food, recipe or cooking website. From food days, to holidays, this planning
guide will ensure you never run out of content ideas!

Food Blogging Ideas

Great authors and Food Bloggers all suffer from writer’s block from time to
time, so Gourmet Ads has found a cure! From bizarre food myths to your
favorite local food festival, our Food Blogging Ideas Guide has over 150
great ideas to inspire your next great post.
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